Ion dynamics and water percolation effects in DNA polymorphism.
The dynamics of ions and water at the surface of DNA are studied by computer simulations in a wide range of hydrations involving the zone of low-hydration polymorphism in DNA. The long-range mobility of ions exhibits a stepwise increase at three distinct hydration levels. The first of them is close to the midpoint of the water percolation transition as well as the midpoint of the transition between A- and B-DNA forms. It coincides with the onset of the dissociation of ion pairs on the DNA surface probably caused by the increase in the water dielectric permittivity due to the appearance of the spanning hydrogen-bonding network. The other two steps are attributed to the formation of percolating water layers on the surface of DNA accompanied by the progressive escape of ions from the DNA surface. The results agree with earlier experimental data and further corroborate the suggested universal mechanism of the low hydration polymorphism in DNA including intraduplex electrostatic condensation close to the water percolation threshold.